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SU( 3 )-BREAKING IN THE 'IWO-BODY DECAYS OF THE ljl( 3100) * 
Warren J. Wilson 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

June 2, 1976 · 

ABSTRACT 

Motivated by, the experimental fact that the 1j1(3100) does .!121 

appear to behave like an SU(3) singlet when it decays into a vector

pseudoscalar final state, we propose a model for SU( 3) breaking in 

1jJ jecays. In the model we envision the 1jJ decay as a two stage 

:;:-recess. In the first stage the quark-antiquark pai~ which comprises 

the 1jJ annihilate via a Zweig Rule violating interaction to create a 

pair of "ordinary" quarks. We allo~ this interaction to violate SU(3) 

invariance ~o that all quarks may not be created equally. In stage 

twoihe q~J,ark pair. turns itself into hadrons via a Zweig-allowed, 

SU(3)-invariant· interaction. The data for the vector-pseudoscalar 

decays seem to indicate that the intermediate quark pair behaves like 

a heavy w. We then use this "fact" to make predictions for the baryon-

antibaryon and the tensor-vector decays. 

* This report was done with support from the United States Energy 
Research and DeveloPment Administration. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the ljl( 3100) much experimental effort 

has gone into ascertaining its full quantum description. 1 Various 

properties such as i t.s spin, parity, G-pari ty, isospin, etc. have 

been measured. Almost all of these features are compatible with the 

"charmonium.picture"2 --the 1jJ is a quark-antiquark state made from 

t a new, fourth kind with a new quantum number, col!DDonly called charm. 

t It is, of ·course, inessential for the purposes of this paper that 

the new quantum number is actually the charm of Glashow, Iliopoulos, 

and Maiani3; any new quantum number suffices. 

The new quark is presumed to be a singlet under ordinary SU(3) since 

SU(3) merely reshuffles the u, d, and s quarks; thus, the charmon:i:um 

picture also predicts that the 1jJ is an SU(3) singlet. Thus, if the 

1jJ decays via an SU(3) invariant interaction, it should decay only 

into states that are SU(3) singlets. 

Qualitatively, this prediction seems well satisfied where it 

can most easily be tested - in the two-body decay modes. We focus on 

the two-body modes mainly because they are the simplest decays. They 

involve the smallest number of final state particles, and their group 

structure is most easily dealt with. The 1jJ is seen to decay into 

baryon-antibaryon (BB), vector-pseudoscalar (VP), and tensor-vector (TV) 

state~ but not into pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar (PP), vector-vector (VV), 

tensor-pseudoscalar ( .TP), etc. 4 This is exactly what one would expect 

for the decay of an SU(3) singlet vector with negative charge conju-

gation. 
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Unfo~t:.:.Le. :e~r, if ile l~ck &. ~ :.he twc-bc·d.J"' C.ecays ir. rr..cre .~etail, 

ue :pict•lre !'ails. In parti~ular, the SU(3) r.:rpothesis predict.s for the 

V? ;iecays that P(lji.,. ~rrr) = f(•~.,. K*K). Experirr.entally, this equality is 

::ei~' broken. The prr rate is ::'c;.1r:d to be about four ti::Jes as large 

as the K*K rate. 4 Such a large discrepancy carnot be explaL~ed away 

by the small difference in phase space for the two decays. Nor can it 

easily be explained as an electro~gnetic phenomenon: if the lji de-

C!!Yed "':hrough a photon we would have ( *- ( * *-r K K ) = 4r K K ), but r(K K ) oo +- 00 

= '(K:X_) experimentally. 4 7here is no evidence !'or SU(2) breaking. 

Thus, if we are to believe that the experimental numbers are significant 

we oust abandon some aspect of the SU(J) singlet hypothesis. 

ln section 2 of this paper we will introduce what seems to be 

a :;:>lausible model for lji d:cey which incorporates SU( J) breaking. In 

sections 3 and 4 we investigate the predictions of the model for the 

VP deca,.vs and the jj13 decays; and in section 5 we briefly deal with the 

TI' and other decays. Finally, in section 6 we make some concluding 

remarks. 
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'h'hile building a oodel c·f SU( 3) breakir.g in •)I dec~ v.-e. 

would r.aturally like to keep as mar.y of t-"le good properties of the sym-

!let ric !:odel as possible. Fer :.nstance, we would like tc retain the 

notion that the lji is an almost pure .ec state. This assumption, 

coupled with the so-called "Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka ( OZI) Rule" 5 is supposed 

to explain the relative stability of the lji. Briefly, the OZI rule 

states that precesses ;vhose quark diagrams are disconnected ("hairpin" 

graphs) are suppressed.+ 

t Ir. asyn;ptotically free field theories2 this suppression is supposed to 

increase as the square of the four-momentum transferred across the 

''hairpin" increases. Thus, the suppression which makes the 1/1 narrow 

is even greater than that which makes ¢! _,. prr small. 

What we would like to propose here is that there can be large SU(3) 

breaking in OZI violating processes, while OZI allowed processes remain 

more or less symmetric. This proposal does little violence to the 

apprc·ximte SU( 3) symmetry of most strong interactions since the large 

SU( 3 ) breaking occurs only in graphs which are themselves small. Since 

we are dealing with strong interactions we will assume th<tt SU( 2) is con-

served in all ca.ses. 

T"ne particular mechanism of SU( 3) breaking we wish to propose 

here can be shown pictoral~; as in fig. 1. We consider a two-stage 

process. At vertex I the ~ decays via an OZI v~oletir~ interaction 

L~tc some spin one state of ordina.""J· quarks which we label "U" (Pre-

sumably, all the CZI a::.owed decays are i::inemati~ally forbidden). 

. 
i 
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.::::.r.ce we assume the interaction preserves isospin we can write 

nun cos e "w" + sin e "¢" (1) 

with 11 w11 C:PP + nnV ff. , "c:>" A\, and e is some arbitrary 

e.."lgle. .By "w" ("<I>") we only mean to indicate the presence of a spin 

one quark-antiquark state with the same quark conient as an "ideal" 

:;; ( ¢); we do not mean to imply the existence of some new resonances, 

etc. Note that when tan 8 1/ ,l;l the state "U" becomes an SU( 3) 

singlet; for this case we recover all the predictions of the SU(3) 

SJ~mr.etric theory. 

At vertex II the quarks of the state "U" are "dressed'' to 

produce the final two particle state. This interaction is OZI allowed 

~~d, hence, SU(3) symmetric. An OZI violating interaction at vertex 

II would presumably be suppressed by an additional OZI suppression 

factor and would contribute negligibly to the processes we are con-

.sidering. One final asstimption implicit in the picture is that the 

interaction at vertex I is insensitive to what subsequently happens at 

•:ertex II. This is similar to the assumption we make to explain 

scaling in e+e- annihilation away from the 1)!: the process in which 

the ITassive photon turns into quarks is ignorant of the subsequent 

"dressing" of the quarks to become hadrons. This last assumption 

implies the important result that the angle, 8, which characterizes 

vertex I is the same for all of the 1jl decays. Having found e, 

vre need only consider vertex II to describe the various different 

decay modes. In the next section we will see how the VP decays 

can be. used to find e. 
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Be~"ore we continue, however, we would like to point out 

briefly an alternative view of fig. 1. Instead of assuming that the 

1jl is pure cc and that the OZI rule is slightly broken, we can say 

that the OZI rule is exact and that the 1jl is no longer pure cc 

but rather 

cos a. cc + sin a. "U" 

where the angle, a., is very small. In this case the statement that 

8 is the came for all decays is merely the statement that the 1jl 

"wave function·" is independent of the final decay mode. Actually, 

the difference in the two viev~oints is purely semantic since it is 

an OZI violating interaction which mixes cc and "U". In any case, 

they both yield the same results. 

3. The Vector-Pseudoscalar Decays 

By analyzing the VP decay modes of the 1jl we can determine 

8; but first we need to determine the consequences of the OZI rule 

for vertex II, which is now of the form "U"VP. We begin by noting 

that 11W11 and "4>" and the physical w and ¢ are linear combina-,. 

ti0ns of SU(3) singlet and octet pieces: 

"¢" ():/ ·~o -G)~ ug 
(2) 

.~ 

+():)~ w CJY v v 
0 8 

():)! 
1 

(2' ~ 
4> v - 3) V~ 

0 0· 
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Here we are assuming that the physical w and ¢ are "ideally mixed"; 

tte "w" and 11¢" are ideally mixed by definition. 

The most general SU(3) invariant "U"VP coupling is just 

tr ~u,V, P 
. - -.~ - (3) 

w:-tere we use a standard notation in which the octets u, V, and P. are - -
·I 

represented by 3 x 3 matrices (We are neglecting n-n mixing so 

there is no P term in (3) ). All Lorentz indices are suppressed in 
0 

Eq. (3). The OZI rule requires that all processes such as "¢" + p1r, 

"~" + ¢n, and ":1>" + wn vanish since they all imply "hairpin" quark 

diagrams. This requirement imposes a unique relation among s1 , s2 , 

S..."ld D so that the "U"VP coupling becomes 

D 
If tr : il + Yo• V + ~oj p (4) 

where u
0 

(V
0

) = ~ u
0

(V
0
)//f . This is just the rule for nonet coup

lings first written down·by Okubo. 5 

By folding together the information contained in Eqs. (1), (2), 

and (4), we get the following relations among the ~ decai amplitudes: 

A(lj! + p1T) 0:: 12 cos 6 

A(~+wn) a: CJl cos 6 

A(~+ K*K) 0:: •·Cfrl cos e + sin 13 

A( lJ! + <Pn) a: - i sin 6 
;g-

-8-

Aside from phase space (PS) factors, the squares of these amplitudes 

yield the various decay rates. We find it convenient to express our 

final results for the VP rates in terms of the following ratios: 

* r(!/1, + K K) PS(p1T) ! + ..l..... ! tan 2 
~ tan 6 + 6 

r( ~ ..,. P1T) PS(K*K) 4 12 2 

R r( ~ .... wn) PS(p1T) 1 (5) 
w r(lJ!..,. P1T) 

r( 1Ji ...: pn) 
r( 1jl .... P1T) 

PS(wn) 

PS(p1T) 

PS( <Pn) 

3 

(Note that by r( ~ + p1T) we do ~ mean the total P1T decay 

rate, but rather the rate for one particular charge configuration, 

for instance, r(lj! + p+1T-). ASsuming SU(2) symmetry we then have 

r tot ( lJ! ..,. P1T) = 3r( 1JJ + P1T). ) 
1 

While the ratio Rw is fixed to be ; , the other two ratios 

~ and R¢ are related by the angle e. In fig. 2 we show the para

bola, R<P = ~ ( ~:!: ~) 2, which summarizes the allowed values 

of (~,R<P). Various points are labelled by the corresponding value 
1 

of tan 6. The experimental evidence suggests that ~ ~ · 4 , which is 

compatible with tan e = o. The other solution, tan 6 = ·--/2: , 

can be ruled out by the absence of a large <Pn branchir.g ratio. 

The "U" state looks like a pure (pp + nn )/ /2. configuration! 

·At this point we must remark that Eqs. ( 5) are identical to 

those we could have obtained by simply assuming that the decay of _.the .. 

1jJ has a first o~der SU( 3) breaking term proportional to :\8 and 

that the w,¢ system is ide~lly mixed. Thus, if we were only 

' ' ., 

., 
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d.ealing with the VP decays we. would have gained little by out. more 

detailed analysis. However~ the relevance of t,his analysis comes 

in wheu· we look at the baryon~antibaryon decays. For these BB 

decays we are assuming that vertex I is the same as it was in the 

VP case. The only new ingredient we need in order to analyze the BB 

C.ecay is the information that the OZI rUle tells us about- the "U"BB 

vertex. 

-W-

4. The Baryon-Antibaryon Decays 

We now ascertain what the OZI rule has to say about vertex 

II when the two final hadrons are BB. The most general SU(j) invariant 

roup ling between u
0 

and ;: and BB is 

'U s;f tr ~ + F tr ~ e:,~j + D tr ~ z;:,~} 

From Eqs. ( 2 ) and ( 6) we find the "<P "BB amplitudes 

A("<P" _,_ pp) ls 
3 

F+lo 
3 

A("<jl" _,_ 7iA) !s 
3 

+3_D 
3 

A("<P" +f"l::) 1 2 
3 s- 3 o 

A( "<P'i -+ ~:::) ls+ 
3 . 

F+];_D 
3 

and the "w"BB amplitudes 

·A( "w" -+ pp) ,IZ(S F D) '·. 3+2-b' 

A("w" _,_ 7iA) IZ( ~ - !2.' -. 3 3 I 

A("w" ->- E't) ·ff(~+£) 
~-- ·. 3 3 

A("w" _,_ ::::::) _ - 'S F Dj -fl(---- b ' 3 2 I 

The only one of-these amplitudes which must vanish by OZI is 

"<P" ~ pp which tells us that 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 



~:: ~hat Eqs. ( 7) and ( 8) becor.;e 

A( "4>" _,. pp) 0 

A( "4>" + Tll\) F +;_D 
;; 

A("cjl" _,. EE) F - D 

A("¢"_,.~:.::) 2F 

a."Jd 

A( "w" ->- pp) - '3 ' 12 (2 F - D) 

A( ''w" + 7iA) 

A( "w" ->- EE) 

A( "w" + ~:.::) 

We can now fcld in Eq. (1) tc get the following rates: 

r(~ _,. pp) "' • PS(pp) 

f($ _,.XII) "' ;(1 + ~)- (3.- tan 8) xt
2

• PS(il!t) 
ff 3 312 _j 

' ( tan 6) tan 6 --, 2 rc '41 .. n) -"' 1 ,~ + ~~ -~ ~' • Pscn) 

. -fl \ -, 2 
-I+ r-;-2t 6•1 l. - _'-_2 ,. an / - 2 x i • PS(~3 

where :X D/F. 

( 7' ) 

( 8') 

( 9) 

-12= 

!w a check we note that when tan .6 = 
1 

,12 
the state "lJ" is an 

SU(J) singlet and ~11 the rates become identical (except for phase 

space) as expected. 

Finally, if we include the experimental "fact" that tan 6 0 

from the VP data we get 

r(¢ _,. PP) D . 1 J2 

"' L2 - 2 X 

f(1jJ->-7iJ,) a:fl- ·fxY 
• PS(pp) 

PS(XA) 

PS('fl:) 

n 
"'L2 - PS(~:.::). 

(10) 

In fig. 3 we plot f/PS versus x for the four decay modes. The 

experimental evidence4 seems to indicate that r( 1jJ + pp) ~ r( 1jJ + 7iA). 

This approximate equality implies two possible solutions for x --

either x ~ .,. 3 or x ';:/ 15/7. These two values of x lead to the 

following possibilities for the rates: 

9:9:1:4 

or 

9:9:49:16 

I 

where r r /PS. We now await further experimental data to determine 

whether one of these predictions is in fact true • 

5. Other Two-BodY Decay Modes 

We can also apply our technique to the other visible decay 

mode·, lj! + VT. Since the method should be clear by now, we merely 

t 
. i 

I • 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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state our i·esul t: 

f( 1/1 -+ wf): f( 1/1 ->- pA_.,): r( ljJ -+ K*K( 1420)) ( 12) 
"-

vri t.h all other modes vanishing. To arrive at this result we have 

assumed that tan 6 = 0, ,and that the f and f' are ideally mixed 

(like the w and ¢'). We are again neglecting possible phase space 

~orrections. Only the K*K(l420) rate has been measured so we cannot 

test this result at the moment. We can, however, show that Eq. (12) 

is at least possible. From Eq. (12) we predic~_ that f(ljJ -+ wf) + 

8(f(l/J -+ K *K (1420)) + f(l/J-+ K *K
0

(1420)). The wf ·o o o 

9.."'\d pA2 modes decay almost entirely into five pions: two-thirds of 

the time into + + - - 0 
'IT 'IT 'IT 'IT 'IT 

:'hus we have the result ( ++--o) r l/J .... rr rr rr rr 'IT > 16/3 r(w _,. K *K 
0 0 

which is easily satisfied by the_ data. 4 Whether or not a more 

( 1420)) 

detailed analysis of the five pion decay modes will yield more infor-

mation on wf and pA2 remains to be seen. 

As far as the other decay modes (PP,\~, etc) are concerned, 

we have very little to say here. Since we have broken SU(J), we 

have l~st the simple explanation as to why they are not seen. We 

can only surmise that there may be some sort of dynamical suppression 

at work. We do notice that the measured meson-meson decays have 

S- and D-type coupling while all _the unseen decays have only F-type 

coupling. ·Also, all the unseen decays must have couplings with odd 

numbers of derivatives (to balance the Lorentz indices ) while the 

measured decays have even numbers of derivatives. Perhaps-these 

differences between the seen and unseen modes contain a clue as to 

the nature of the suppression. 

-14-

6. Conclusion 

The main result of this paper is that by using our model for 

~ decay we have been able to ~Tite expressions for six ratios (more 

if we include the TV decays) in terms cf only two parameters, x and (). 

These results are s,nnmarized in Eqs. (5) and (9). At least four 

of these ratios should be measurable with relative ease. The modes 

which are most accessible experimentally are those which, at least 

part of the time, decay into states wHh at most one neutral particle. 

These modes include pTI, K*K, <Pn, pp, XA, and~= . From these modes 

four ratios can be obtained. 

We should again remember that the crucial input to our analysis 

is that the angle 6 is the same for all decay modes. If we relax 

this assumption then we lose much of our predictive power. In par-

ticular, if 6 is allowed to be different for each decay mode then 

our predictions (Eqs. (5) and (9)) become identical to those we would 

have gotten by assurr.ing that the interaction which rr:ediates ~· decay 

contains a first order (\8 ) SU(J) breaking term. Such a simple 

symmetry breaking scheme has proved useful in the past, e.g., to 

describe medium strong mass splittings; however, we find the prediction 

of this paper a much more interesting possibility. 

Even if the scheme we propose here should prove correct, 

there would remain several unanswered questions. There is the pre-

viously mentioned probleE of why the PP,~, etc. modes are absent. 
I 

Also, why do the OZI violating interactions chose to produce "w" 
( 

states, rather than "~" states? Does it have something to do with 

the greater mass of the \ quark? Finally, it would be advantageoc:s 

to place the whole question of OZI violating interactions and the OZI 
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~le itself on a much more solid footing than it has been to date. 

I would like to thank Dr. M. Chanowit3 for first calling the 

3U(3) violation discussed here to my attention. 

1. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: Schematic picture of the decay ~ + HH. Vertex I 

violates the OZI rule and SU(3). Vertex II is OZI 

allowed and SU( 3 ) invariant 

Figure 2: Graph of R~ versus Rx· Various points are labelled 

by the corresponding value of tan e 

Figure 3: Graphs of r/PS versus x for the various baryon-anti-

baryon decays assuming tan e 0 

- I 
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